1. FOR TECHNICAL DATA REFER TO YOUR LOCAL TYCO ELECTRONICS SALES OFFICE.

2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE NOMINAL FOR REFERENCE ONLY UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

3. RATING
   3.1 RATING : 3 AMPS
   3.2 OPERATING TEMPERATURE : -40°C TO +105°C

4. ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION
   4.1 INSULATION RESISTANCE
   5000 MO MINIMUM
   4.2 WITHSTAND VOLTAGE
   500V AC

5. MATERIALS
   5.1 CONTACT - BRASS, POST PLATE
   Au 0.25 μm (10μinch) IN CONTACT AREA
   Sn 2 TO 3μm (80 TO 120μinch) IN SOLDER AREA.
   5.2 HOUSING - BLACK NYLON 6T UL 94V-0

   NUMBER OF CONTACT POSITIONS TO BE INDICATED IN AREA SHOWN.
   XX = NUMBER OF POSITIONS.

TYCO LOGO TO BE PRESENT IN AREA INDICATED.

7. OBSOLETE PARTS: OBSOLETE CIS STREAMLINING PER D.RENAUD/D.SINSI